INTRODUCTION
For a given hue and a given radiant power, the optimum color stimulus is that color (of all possible wavelength com binations and purities) which is most efficient in contributing to color mixture, or in other words, least capable of being dominated or neutralized by any other color. Recently published data 1 on the composition and complementary ef ficiency of optimum color stimuli have been modified by use of a more accurate method of computation.
Equations (1) to (3) of Ref. 1 apply accurately only to monochromatic colors with monochromatic complementaries. The following material should be read with, and added to the text immediately below Equation (3).
To determine the complementary efficiency of a color with a compound complementary, it is necessary to compute the efficiencies of the various pairs of short and long wavelengths that can form the compound color, in order to find the most efficient pair. Because of the very large number of possible pairs, results were obtained by use of a computer, which cal culated complementary efficiencies for the possible pairs of wavelengths (for each compound color) in 1-nm steps.
Equations (1) and (2) (Ref. 1, p. 1490 ) must be applied twice: to the color and to its complementary, and then to the pair of component colors that form the compound color; there is no direct luminosity value for a compound color; therefore, Eqs. (1) and (2) had to be restructured. Because it is easier for a computer to deal with distances in color space, Eqs. (2a) and (2b) were combined. To compute E (complementary efficiency) for a spectral color with a compound complemen tary, first a complementary chromatlcity and its coordinates are chosen. Next, the following Eqs. (4) to (8) ities that may provide the optimum complementary color for each spectral color; each possible chromaticity is tested for the various possible pairs to wavelengths that may form that chromaticity. Thus, To match neutral:
Proportion of compound color, Proportion of spectral color,
To form compound color:
Proportion of short wavelength, Proportion of long wavelength, spectral color and its complementary, respectively; x' and y' are the spectral color's coordinates, and x and y the compound color's coordinates; and x n , y n are the neutral-point coordi nates.
2 Tables I and II show the results for illuminants D 65 and A, respectively. Table III gives primary-waveband data for 15 selected whites, including seven CIE illuminants, from 2000 K to infinite K color temperature. These data improve upon the original Tables I, II, 
